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ON FREEDOM OF THE PRESS 
"What S· i g n i f i e s a de c 1 a rat ion that ' the 1 i be r t y o f the pre s s 
shall be inviolably preserved?" What is the liberty of the press?" 
Alexander Hamilton asked this question in The Federalist 
Papers, priblished ·in the struggl~ over ratification of the Uriited 
States Gonstitut.ion (which then did not have a Bill of Rights 
or a First A~~ndment)~ 
The question still is being asked 200 years af tet the 
adopt ion o f the . Con s tit u t ion • Madison later explained that the 
true meaning of the Constitution and the Fiist Amendment was 
to· be found in the way they were understood "at the . time of 
rat i.f i cation" . 
Thomas Jefferson thought it necessary to "go back to the 
time when the Constitution was adopted, recollect the spirit 
manifested in ·the debates, and instead of try.ing what meaning 
may be squeezed out of the text, or invented against it, to 
con.form .t o the p rob ab 1 e one in which i t was · pas s e d . " 
to George Washington, .September 9, 1792.) 
(A letter 
Thomas M. Cooley, in 1868 wrote: "The constitutional freedom 
of speech and of the press must mean a freedom a~ bioad as existed 
when t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n w h i ch g u a r an· t i e s i t w a s a d op t e d • ·• • . " • 
(Constitutional Limitations, page 429.) 
Ther~ still is plenty of room·for debate, but it seems quite 
clear that the debates of the Eighteenth Century and the court 
opinion· of 
do if it 
200 years, have made plain what' a modern society must 
wishes to enjoy the benefits a free press can confer 
upon a peopfe. 
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The practical experience of the people of the United States 
and the findings of their courts make this self_ evident. They 
must make sure that the press has access to information, that 
it is permitted to print without prior restraint, that it is 
free to publish without fear of punishment, that it has access 
to the materials of publication, that it is free to distribute 
its printed matetial. 
The struggle to maintain these freedoms began before the 
American Revolution; but every one of these -freedoms has been 
periodically under challenge, repeatedly assailed in the courts, 
commonly denounced in Congress and in state legislatures, often 
denied~ despite the First Amendment. 
Cooley says the freedoms provided in the Constitution. must 
be as broad as those which existed when the document was adopted. 
How broatl were they? How much freedom of atcess to information 
did the press enjoy in the Eighteenth Century? 
A very good measure of how much - access the press and the 
c it i z en r y had to j u d i c ia 1 , proceed in g s i s contained in Chief 
Justice Warren Burger's opinion .in Richmond Newspapers v the 
State of Virginia. The right goes back to Magna Charta, adopted 
on 19 June 1215. It stated: "the King's courts of justice 
•••• shall be open to everyone''. (David Hume's History of England, 
Vol. 1, p 255.) 
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After citing English precedents, Chief Justice Burger turned 
to precedents in Colonial America. He said, he "found nothing 
t o s u g g e st that the pre sump t iv e o pen n e s s o f the tr i a 1 was not · 
also an attribute of the judicial system in colonial America''. 
West New Jersey's compilation of concessions arid agreements 
stated that ''in all public courts of justice for trial~ of causes 
civil or cri~inal, any person or persons, inhabitants of th~ 
province may freely come into and attend the said courts and 
hear and b~ present at all or any such trials as shall be ther~ 
had o r passed that Just i c e may not be d one in a . c o rn er , nor i n 
any covert manner. (Fundamental Laws and Constitutions of New 
Jersey, Boyd~ page 89.) 
Pennsylvania's frame of government provided in 1682 that 
"all courts ·shall be open". Independence Hall presents an 
architectual testimony to this principle. The eritrance opens 
onto a central corridor. The chamber where the Constitutional 
Convention met is on the left, off from this corridor. On ·the 
right, where the Supreme. Court of Pennsylvania sat, is a court 
room, separat~d from the public corridor by three marble arches. 
This tribute to open judicial proceedings does not seem so 
remarkable when it is known that the committee which planned 
the structure was headed by Andrew Hamilton, the great advocate 
of press freedom who defended John Peter Zenger in 1734. 
The United States Supreme Court has not always conformed 
to the precedents of history in rulings on access to judicial 
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proceedings. One of its most distressing detours came in 1979 
in a 5 to 4 opinion approving the closing of the court to both 
public and press during a pre-trial hearing. on supression of 
evidence.. Justice Potter Stewart's majority opinion in Gannett 
Co. 
the 
v De Pas g u a 1 e he 1 d the · guarantee o f a 
protection of the accused. rather than 
public trial was 
for the public. 
for 
It 
is an opinion that has been clearly overturned in Justice Warren 
Burger's opinion in Richmond Newspapers. v State of Virginia. 
As Burger. has pointed 
cases are settled in 
in a court room. If 
out elsewhere 85 percent of all criminal 
pre-trial proceedings and never reach trial 
De Pasquale prevailed, the criminal courts 
would be laigely closed to public and press scrutiny. 
Chief Justice Warren Burger's opinion in Richmond Newspapers 
v State of Virginia, puts. into a single sentence the position 
of the court. He stated: "We hold that the right to attend 
criminal trials is implicit in the guarantees of the First 
Amendment; without the freedom to attend su~h trials which people 
have exerc~sed for centuries, important aspects of freedom of 
speech and of the press would be eviscerated." 
Access to legislative proceedings was not assured under 
British and Colonial pr ec.ed ent s as was access to the courts. 
The British parliament invoked secrecy at first to protect members 
against ieprisal of the m6narch for statements made in ihe House. 
Later, the secrecy persisted and printers were punished. under 
repeated secrecy resolutions until 1771 when the House let the 
prohibition on publication lapse after being challenged by John Wilkes. 
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In the colonies, the Masiachusetts General Court customarity 
invoked secrecy until June 3, 1766 when on motion of James Otis 
the pr o c e e d i :µ g s . of the M~as sac h u sett s Gener a 1 Co u r t were o pen e d 
to the public, 86' citi'z'ens might hear the Stamp Act debates. 
The New York Assembly in October 1749 passed this declaration: 
"Resolved that it is the undoubted right of the people of this 
Colony to know the proceedings of their rep~esentati~es in G~neral 
Assembly and that any attempt to prevent their proteedings being 
printed or publ,ished is a violation of the rights and liberties 
of the People of this Colony". 
State constitutional provisions and contemporary court 
opinions can be construed generally as giving implicit sanction 
to access but there are also in the period when the First 
Amendment was adopted many explicit san~tion~ of access to 
government. 
The Pennsylvania Constitution in Article 1, Section 5, 
states: "That the printing presses shall be free to every person 
who undertakes to examine the proceedings of· the legislature, 
or any branch of government, and no law shall ever ·be made to 
restrain the right thereof". 
The Delaware Constitution, Article 9, Section 7, states: 
"The press shall be free to every citizen who undertakes to 
examine the official conduct of men acting in· public capacity, 
and any citizen may print on any subject •••• ". 
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A notable decision of Pennsylvania Justice Jasper Yeates 
in 1805 (Republica v Dennie 4 Ye~tes, 267) has some very explicit 
language. He describes the seventh section of the hinth article 
of the State Constitution as: "the solemn compact between the 
people and the three branches of government, the legislative, 
executive' and judicial powers." He quotes the article: "The 
printing presses shall be free . to every person who undertakes 
to examine the. proceedings of the legislature, or any branch 
of the governmeri t, and no law sh al 1 ever be made . to restrain 
the right thereof." 
The Continental Congress did meet in secret and the members 
subscribed to an oath to maintain secrecy ~bout their proceedings 
but this was a reasonable precaution since the members were 
engaged in a revolutionary enterprise for which they might have 
had condign punishment visited upon them by the British government. 
Later the Constituional Convention also met behind closed 
doors and Thomas Jefferson, then in Paris, wrote to John Adams 
on August 30, 1787 and said: "I am sorry the'y began their 
deliberations by so abominable a precedent as that of tying up 
the tongues of their members. Nothing can fustlfy '·this example 
but the in.n.oce~·c·~ of ;:th·eir :fn·tentions and ignorance of the value 
of public discussion." 
After the Constitution was adopted, the House bf Representa-
tives met with open doors but the Senate did not cregu·~,a.:rlr admit. 
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the people until 1793. As the new state governments were set 
up they generally provided for the open sessions of their 
legislatures and c6urts. 
One of the most frequent arguments against the First 
Amendment was the argument .that all the rights it assured were 
already. protected because Congress lacked the power to curtail 
the liberty of the press. The argument that it would not curtail 
access to legislative proceedings was made with especial force 
by William Jackson in a session in June 1 789. The Congressman 
argued: "The gentleman endeavors to secure the liberty of the 
press; . pray how is this· in danger? There is no power given. to 
Congress to regulate this subject as they can commerce or peace, 
or war. Has any transaction taken place to make us suppose such 













taken any notice of it? Have they ordered the writer before 
them, even· for a breach of privilege, although the Constitution 
provides that a member shall not be questioned in any place for 
any speech or debate in the House? No; these things are offered 
to the public view, and held up to the inspection. of the .world. 
These are principles which will always prevail. I am not afraid 
nor are other members. I believe our conduct should meet the 
severest scrutiny. Where, then, is the necessity of taking 
measures to secure what neither is, or can be in danger?" 
(P. 441, Vol. 1 Annals.) 
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Mr. Jackson obviously thought access to iegislative pro-
ceedings and the right to comment on them already secure at the 
time the First Amendment was being debated. 
Interesting light i~ shed on the importance attached to 
access to legislative proceedings in a 
in Williamsburg, wrote to John Adams, 
letter Thomas Jefferson, 
in Philadelphia, on May 
16, 1777: "The . journals of congress not being printed earlier 
gives more uneasiness that I would ever wish to see produced 
by any .act of that bo~y, from whom alone I know our salvatio.n 
can proceed. In our assembly even the best affected think it 
an indignity to freemen to be voted away life and fortune in 
the dark." (The Adams-Jefferson Letters, Vol. 1, p. 4) 
Access to Executive Departments 
Access to the proceedings and papers of the executive branch 
of the government has no such long and conclusi~e historical 
foundation. Thomas Jefferson, in his first inaugural, promised 
Congress detailed information, including 
· On February 1 7 , 1 8 0 1 a r o st er of fed er a 1 
was made public. In 1806 Congress required 
the public payrbll. 
officials and agents 





the names of 
each. The 
clerks employed year 





the people had to include the right of people to know about their 
own government •. Jefferson wrote in that spirit to Andrew Ellicott 
on December 18, 1800: "My own opinion is that government should 
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by all meahs in their power deal out the materials of information' 
to the public in o~der that it may be reflected back on themselves 
in the various forms into which public ingenuity may throw it.'' 
Disclosures of executive material that authorities had sought 
to conceal·~as a frequent object of dispute during colonial times. 
Governor Bernard's plans ·for quartering Brit{sh troops · was 
released by the Massachusetts Council on October 10, 1768 and 
the Governor protested that: "no civilized government on earth 
(' 
co u 1 d function when i t s int i mate d e 1 i .'tier at ions were can v a s s e d 
by Tavern ~blitician~ and censured by News Papei libell~rs''. 
On April 3, 1769 Govern6r Bernard's confidential letters 
to the British· ministry were divulged and this created so much 
furore that he was recalled. On June 2, 1773, Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson's confidential letters to Thomas .·Whatley, former 
undersecretary of treasury, were rev~aled. Benjamin Franklin 
got them from an unknown English source, not yet discovered. 
Publication ca~sed Hufchinson's resignation. 
In the long struggle for independence access to tr~nsaetions 
of government were frequently sought and often obtained despite 
resistance~ So the American community had a long history of 
seekihg and obtaining ac~ess to information by the time the Bill 
of Rights was adopted. Obviously, they could not have ·intended 
to set up a government surrounded with the sort of executive 
secrecy which they .had b~en contending against for a generation. 
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In the words of Coolej the First Amendment was intended 
also to: "guard against repressive measures by the several 
departments of the goverriment, by means of which persons in power 
mi g ht sec u r· e them s e 1 v e s and their favor it e s f r om j us t scrutiny 
an d .c o n d em n a t i o n w a s t h e g e n e r a 1 p u r p o s e • • • • " • (P. 422 Treatise) 
Cooley also says: "The evils to be guarded against (by 
the ~irst Amendment) ~ere not ~he cehsorship of the p~ess merely, 
but any action of the government by means of which it might 
prevent such free and general discussion of public matters as 
seems absolutely essential to prepare the people for an intelligent 
exercise of their rights as citizens • " (P.>_4@:~Ti1t}Ef~·~t:H::f!tidnal Lirni tations) 
It ·would be dif ftcult to enu.me-r.ate an action of government 
more effective in obstructing this general discussion than the 
withholding of information about· the very acts of government 
that are the current object of the most intent inquiry, at any 
given time. 
The chief threat to access to government inf orm~tion in 
modern t iine s is the consequence of the expansion of the fed er.al 
bureaucracy and the state bureaucracies. Max Weber has pointed 
out that ''The superiority of the profession~l insider every 
bureaucracy seeks further to increase through the me~ns of keeping 
secret its knowledge ahd intentions. Bureaucratic administration 
always tends to exclude the public, to hide its knowledge and 
action from criticism as well as it can." (Economy and Society~ 
Volume Ir Page 992) 
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Elsewhere, he notes· that "the concept. of the office secret 
is the specific invention of bureaucracy •••• In facing parliament, 
the bureau er a c y f i g ht s , out o f a s u r e power inst inc t , every one 
of that institution's attempts· to gain through its own means 
expert kµowledge from interested parties ••. ". (Page 1038, 
Economy and Society) 
The ri~e of the welfare state has vastly expanded the impact 
of government on citizens. The more the b ene.f its conferred by 
government, the greater requirement for inquiry, certification, 
and examination and the more justifiable becomes the imposition 
of secrecy, needed to maintain confidentiality _of private infor-
mation. 
Military security has also expanded the area of governmental 
immunity to public or press inquiry. Since World War I a volume 
of information about defense affairs has been classified as 
'' re st r i ct e d " , " con f id en t i a 1 " , " sec re t " , or " t o p s e c re t " o r " e ye s · 
on 1 y " and the number of o f f i c i a 1 s author i zed t o imp.a s e sec rec y 
has, at the same time, v~~tly increased~ 
Seven thousand officials in thirty government agencies now 
are authorized to make decisions on secrecy. Their orders are 
carried out by 200,000 government employees who classify 22 
million documents a year. 
Col.. 3) 
(New York Times, May 15, 1986, B 14, 
There is an inescapable conflict between the need of the 
military to maintain secrets involving opera ti ans of the armed 
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forces and the need of citizens to be fully informed about their 
government. The paradox of this relationship was emphasized 
by Thomas Jefferson 
wrote: "Your fellow 
in a letter to 
citizens think 
El bridge Gerry in 1 799. 
they have a right to 
He 
full 
information in a case of such great concernment· to them. It 
is their sweat which is to earn all the expenses of the war, 
and the i r b 1 o o d which i s t o f 1 ow in exp i at i on of the cause s o· f 
it." (The Jeffersonian Cyclopedia, Vol. I, page 384) 
The development of nuclear weapons and missiles has sharpened 
this conflict and increased the dilemma~ Not,only the Department 
of Defense, but peripheral agencies like the Central Intelligence 
Agency and the Atomic Energy Commission have and the National 
Security Council possess powers to withhold information on the 
grounds of ·natio~al safety and se.curity. 
Freedom of Information 
0 n Nov.ember 1 , 1 9 5 5 , the Mos s Sub comm i t tee on Gov er nm en t 
Information of the House Committee on Government Operations 
submitted a report on information withholding policies of f edera1 
agencies. That report commenced a drive by the American Society 
of Newspaper. Editors, under the late James Pope, its president, 
and Harold Cross, its counsel. It cited the need for repeal 
or amendment of the housekeeping statute (5 U.S.C.A. 22) and 
for amendments to the Administrative Procedures Act (5 U.S.C.A. 
1001-11) governing the power of federal agencies to withhold 
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information. This effort culminated in 1966 in the passage of 
the Fr~edom of Information Act which~ for the first time,· 
guaranteed the right of citizens td obtain documents from federal 
agencies. 
There are many exemptions from the terms of the act 
military plans~. vulnerabilities and capabilities of weapons, 
intelligence . activities, foreign relations, scientific, techno-
logical, or ·economic matters relating to national security, 
programs for safeguarding nuclear facilities, 
confident~al ~ources. 
cryptology and 
In spite of these extensive . limitation$, publlc and press 
have made mu'ch use of the".. FOIA. (90 percent of . r eq ue st s have come 
from . non-media sources) but some of the disclosures sought by 
the press have been very significant. There are basically nine 
categories of· information in agencies other than military the 
s.ecrecy of which is safeguarded. 
The usefulness of· the FOIA by daily newspapers is further 
li~ited by the inability of applicants t6 obtain the timely 
release of information, but the ·law, nonetheless, has helped 
establish the assumption that government documents are available 
in the absence of express statutory rules exempting them from 
the operation of the FOIA. M~ny states have passed similar right 
Cfo:-< know 1 aw s a f f e ct in g s tat e government s • 
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Prior Restraint 
"The·· liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature 
of a free state; but this consists in laying no previous restraint 
upon publications, and not in freedom from censure from criminal 
matter when published." Sir William Blackstone. (Blackstone 
was an English jurist, author of Commentaries on the Laws of 
England, best known history of the doctrines of English law, 
exceedingly influential on j~risprudence in the Unlted States.) 
Resp~cted as Blackstone was, he ·was not imported int~ct 
to the American colonies. James Madison denounced his definition 
of press freedom as a "mockery". (Writings of James Madison, 
332, 335.) The proponents of the ·Alien and Se di ti on Law said 
they only reaffirmed Blackstone on Press Freedom, which they 
said 
and 
was "nothing more than the 




condition of being 
answerable to the ~njured party, whether it be government or 
an. individual, for false, malicious and seditious expressions; 
and the· liberty of the press is merely an exemption from all 
prior restraints." (Harrison ·Gray Otis in the House debate on 
the Alien and Sedition Laws.) Thomas Jefferson said the Alien 
and Sedition Laws were "palpably in the teeth·of the Constitution" 
which took printing out of the reach of congressional coercion. 
(Letter to James Madison) 
Judge Thomas M. Cooley, in his Treatise on Constitutional 
Limitations, has p o int e d out that " the mere ex.empt ion from 
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previous restraint cannot be ~11 that is secured by the constiiu-
tional provisions inasmuch as of words to be uttered. orally there 
cari be no previous censorship, and the liberty of the press mi~ht 
be rendered a mockery and a delusion' and the phrase itself a 
byword, if, while every man was at liberty to publish what. he 
pleased, the public authorities might nevertheless punish him 
for harmless publication." (Constitutional Limitations, Page 421) 
As late as 1907, (in Commonwealth v Blanding) the U.S. 
Supreme Couit held the main purpose of such constitutional 
provisions ·(as the First Amendment) was "to prevent ·all such 
previous restraints of publications as had been· practiced by 
other governments" and not to prevent subsequent punishment of 
such as may be deemed contrary to public policy. (Page 771 Senate 
Documerit 170 Legislative Reference Service Libra~y of Congress.) 
Subsequent Supreme Court cases have illuminat~d the constitu-
tional protection of. access, immunity to s~n-guinary punishment 
for libel, the right to distr~bute, and other essential ingredients 
of freedom, but the old rule of Blackstone had a hardy vitility. 
Thomas Jeffeison was afraid that would happen. He thought 
Blackstone and Hume had made tories of all England and. would 
make tories of many young Americans. (See Blackstone, The 
Jefferson Cyclopedia, 846.) He also thought Blackstone's law 
books, "perverted to the degeneracy of legal science". 
Jeffery A. Smith, in 1987, in an excellent article in Number 
3, Volume 28 of the William and Mary Law Review, summarizes the 
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fluctuation of opinion even on prior restraint itself. He points 
out that '"The Supreme· Court traditionally has given emphatic 
rhetorical support to the general principle that the state should 
not subject expression to pre-publication censorship." He notes 
that "an aversion to prior restraint is 'deeply etched in our 
law'" in a citation from Southeastern Promotions Ltd v Conrad, 
420 U.S. 5460559, 1975. 
The Supreme· Court's first full-blown pronouncement on the 
matter did. not come until Near v Minnesota (283 U.S. 697, 1931) 
in which Chief Justice Hughes alluded to the repudiation of press 
censorship in England in the seventeenth century and stated that 
the prevention of prior restraints was generally considered the 
'chief purpose' of the First Amendment's guarantee clause. 
But even the Hughes opinidn did not say that all prior 
restraint is unconstitutional. The Supreme Criurt in the Pentagon 
Papers case · (New York Times v United St ates , 4 0 3 U • S • 
(per curiam),) reaffirmed the objections to prior 




presumption against its · constitutional validity'. Justice 
heavy 
White 
spoke of "the concededly extraordinary protection against prior 
restraint." 
At the ~ame time, the Supreme Court noted that prior restraint 
under all circumstances is not absolutely forbidden by the 
Constitution.· Chief Justice Burger noted the Court has consis-
tently ''~ejected the proposition that a prior restraint can never 
be employed". (Nebraska· Press . Association v Stuart, 427 U.S. 
439,570, 1978) 
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Some of the situations· in which prior restraint would not 
be successfully invoked are well known. It is unlikely that 
the Court today would prevent prior restraint applied to matter 
intended for publication that would present a clear and present 
danger to· the safety and security of the United S.t ates • 
The threat of prior restraint can be used to prevent 
pub 1 i cat ion , · as it ; v.r.a_s when Pre s i d en t Ro o s eve 1 t threatened a 
newspaper chain with legal action if it published matter involved 
in an espionage case. President Roosevelt discussed the case 
.in a press conference held June 4, 1938. He was . asked about 
the New York spy case and said it troubled him because it involved 
questions of patriotism and the press. He said a farmer FBI 
employee who had been investigating alleged German espionage 
retired and talked to a reporter of the Pennsylvania newspapers 
of David J. Stern. The chain prepared a.series on G~rman espioriage 
in the United States and offered it to the press generally. 
The administ~ation considered legal efforts to get an injunction~ 
Stern backed down. and the President praised him for doing so. 
War time military censor.ship was imposed in World War I 
and in World War II and undoubtedly would be· resorted to under 
conditions of military crisis today. 
There are some popular misconceptions about "prior restraint". 
What is involved is restraint by government, but every once in 




to prior restraint by editing his· copy. Another 
involves the rights of reporters, editors, and 
even nominal .publishers of newspapers or magazines owned by or 
published in the name of educational institutions. The United 
States Suprem~ Court held that high school officials could subjeci 
to censorship the contents of a high school publication. (Hazelwood 
School Dist~i~t~~~ Cathi Ku6l~eir, October 13~ 1987) 
There is a gray· area here that the courts have not fully 
addressed. At what age are the written words of minors subject 
to editing and excision by adult teachers, superv~sors, and 
principals in high schools and college? The Supreme Court's 
lat~st opini~n has been under wide attack by college campuses. 
It is clear that Blackstone's opinion of press freedom is 
entirely too narrow. 
S tat es - - i f · i t ever 
It is no longer prevailing in the United 
was. At the same time,. there is evidence 
that even in its restricted meaning it is not absolute or final 
or invariable as a restriction on prior censorship. It is quite 
clear that it does not permit censorship of everythirig (as existed 
in 17th century England) but not clear that nothing can be 
censored in advance by government in any circumstances. 
Punishment for Publication 
The 18th· Century was a time of diminishing imposition of 
punishment for publication resent~d by government, both in England 
and in the Colonies. 
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Richard Buel, Jr., h~s described the relaxation in England: 
"As a consequence of ·concerted action by the London population, 
by certain magistrates, and by the printers of the city all 
of whom actively challenged the government'B attempt to restrict 
expression controls imposed on printers and authors ·began to 
loosen in the mid-eighteenth· centur¥. · Juries showed themselves 
ever'.~} more unwilling to convict for seditious libel, and the 
press became virtually free from the control of both houses of 
Parliament, ~bile the courts ruled against the issuance of gene~al 
warr~nts tti seize evidence in seditious libel cases. Admittedly, 
most of the gains were more de facto than de jure. F6r instance, 
the law did not recognize the right of juries to decide whether 
or not a publication had printed sedition until Fox's Libel Act 
of 1792, and Parliament· never explicitly renounced the power 
to punish for breach of privilege. But after 1771 it rarely 
exercised the power, and excused itself when it did with the 
pretense that parliamentary ·debates had been misreported. " 
(P. 68, The Press and the Americ~n Revolution) 
In the American colonies the power to control the press 
throuih the courts diminished more rapidly than it did in England. 
Buel describes the differences in his work. Colonial j ur ie s had 
more reason ~o balk the crown's efforts against colonial printers. 
Because the printers were more dispersed here than in England 
where they were concentrated in London, authority could not act 
as ,readily against them. England had a common legal system while 
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the colonies differed in their laws. People wishing to print 
offensive matter could find a jurisdiction with a more tolerant 
attitude if one provinc~ proved difficult. Prosecutions for 
seditious libel came to an end in the 1730s with the Zenger 
.case - 50 years before the Fox Libel Act effectively ended them 
in England. Executive officials could not bend the judicial 
machinery to their will as Governor Crosby attempted to do in 
New York where he jailed Zenger, prosecuted on an information 
when he could not get a grand jury to indict, and disbarred 
.attorneys Zenger engaged to defend him. In the later colonial 
period only one grand jury indictment was obtained against a 
printer. Officials saw that efforts to get unanimous jury 
verdicts were impossible. Government prosecution· of the press 
for publication alleged to be wrongful came to· an end in the 
cdlonies, and in this additional sense, the press was free. 
It ·amounted to being "free" to attack the British government, 
of course; free to weld the people of the colonies into a united 
fotce against colonialism; but, nev~rtheless 
punishmen~ for innocent publication. 
free from the 
Freedom from reprisal or punishment for publication did 
not really exist for publications supporting British rule in 
the.colonies. 
The adoption of the Constitution in 1789 put the press in 
a new situation. A press united by the struggle for independence 
began to divide on federalist and anti-federa1ist lines. Typical 
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of the split was the situation in the government where John 
Fenno's Uni~ed State Gazette was the mouthpiece of the federalists 
and Phillip Freneau!s National Gazette became the mouthpiece 
of the anti-federalists. 
In 1798 the federalist-controlled Congress eriacted the Alien 
and Sedition Laws. The Sedition Act prescribed fines and im-
prisonment for persons convicted of publishing "any false, 
scandalous, and malicious writing" bringing into disrepute the 
government of the United States, or Congress c)r. the president. 
Federalists. defended the law as being in strict conformity with 
the First Amendmetit because it did not impose cen~orship and 
permitted truth as a defense in criminal prosecutions for 
seditious libel. Twenty-five editors were prosecuted under the 
law. Jefferson permitted the law to lapse in his a~miriistration 
and pardoned ten editors arid printers who had been convicted 
·under it. 
In spite of the fact that the anti-federalists were in 
general the advocates of press freedom and the proponents of 
the sedition law were federalists, one of the most notable 
contributions to press freedom came from the federalist side. 
On January 10, 1803, the Court of General Sessions of the 
Peace for Columbia. County, New York, the Grand Jury found two 
indictments against Harry Croswell, for seditious libel. He 
was the editor of The Balance and Columbia Reposit-0iy of Hudson, 
New York. He was accused of willfully traducing and vilifying· 
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President Thomas Jefferson, in a radical federalist newspaper 
pub 1 i shed · in the Ba 1 an c e o f f ice named The Wasp , . and e stab l i shed 
to counter a republic~n paper named the Bee, published by Charles 
Holt one of the editors who had been prosecuted under the sedition 
law for attacks on Alexander Hamilton in the Bee published at 
New London; Connecticut. 
The trial of Croswell opened on July 11 and revolved in 
part around the central issue of truth as a defense and about 
the ._ --l,a~w • The defense was 
represented by distinguished federalists, the prosecution. by 
Attorney General Ambrose Spencer, a leading republican. Croswell 
was found guilty and appealed to the Supreme Court of New York. 
At this point, Alexander Hamilton entered the case as counsel 
for Croswell in his appeal for a new trial. In his address to 
the court on February 13 and. 14, 1804, Hamilton is said to have 
spoken six hours. The trial was attended by most of the Legisla-
ture, then in session~ 
Hamilton made an amazing address in which he denied that 
Eng 1 is h co mm on 1 aw J_n ea~-1~~~~)-tne·~-.-h~H:l/· h~~-d \fcSi;· -B1?ckst6~;rd~df)) that the 
greater the ·truth , the g re a fer the : 1ibe1 ~ He ·f u~ther argued 
that before the Courts of Star Chamber had perverted the common 
law , j u r i es had been · j u d g e o f the fact o f pub 1 i cat i on and o f 
the degree to which libel had been committed. Hamilton cited 
the Peter Zenger case as a precedent. In that case, Zenger had 
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been acquitted of libeling· the governor of New York, in 1736, 
fft a./ ,'j u r y tr i a 1 w her e the Phi 1 ad e 1 phi a 1 aw ye r And re w Ham i 1 ton 
ant i c i pated the Fox Li be 1 Act b y a g en er at ion in c 1 aiming the 
right. of the jury to be the judge of libel (over the ··objections 
of the court). 
The Supreme Court of four members was unable to reach a 
verdict and Croswell' s motion for a new trial was lost and the 
public prosecutor was entitled to move for judgment on the 
verdict. No such motion was ever made. Croswell escaped being 
sentenced. He was the object of a civil libel action by Spencer 
and· Foote (a colleague) and assessed $126.00 in damages for 
Spencer and 16 cents for Foote. 
0 n February' 4 , 180 4 , on the eve of the hearing on a motion 
for a ne~ trial, the State Senate appointed a committee to inquire 
whether or not· any alterations should be made in th~ law respecting 
li.bels.· The committee reported a bill to authorize a defendant 
on indictment to give the truth in evidence. Afte_r wrangles 
b~tween Senate and House and the Council of Revisal, a declaratory 
act was passed unanimously in both houses on April 6. 
The declaratory act provided that in libel trials the jury 
should determine the law and the fact; that the defendant may 
give evidence on the truth of the matter contained in the publica-
tion alleged to be libellous; and that anyone convicted of writing 
a libel shall not be sentenced to an imprisonment of more than 
18 months or fined more than $5r000. 
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Two of the propositions in the declaratory ~ct survive~ 
through the constitutiohal revision of 1821, 1846, 1894 and remain 
as Art i c 1 e 8 o f the New York Const i tut ion w hi ch s tat es : · "Every 
c i t i z en · may free 1 y s peak , w r i t e and pub 1 i sh hi s s en t i men t s . on 
a 11 s u. b j e c t s , being re s pons i b 1 e for the abuse o f that r i g ht ; 
and no law shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty 
of speech or of the press. In a 11 c r i min a 1 pro sec u t ions or 
indictments for libels, the truth may be given in evidence to 
the· jury; and if it shall appear to the jury that the matter 
charged as libellous is true, and was published with good motives 
and for justifiable ends,· the party shall be acquitted; and the 
jury shall have the right to determine the law and the fact." 
The section of the .dec1ar~tory act of 1804, putting a cap 
on penalties for libel, unfortu.nately C~as not picked up by the 
.· . . 
revisals of the constitution. The absence of any cap· has made 
present day lib~l laws a ter~or of the press, quite as formidable 
in many ways, as obstruction of access to information, or prior 
restraint, deprivation of raw materials.6f publication, or denial 
of the right to distribute. 
The libel suit has been made more menacing to press freedom 
because of a role reversal on the part of. juries 
partial to the pre~s as t~ render Br~tish prosecutions for l~bel 
an act of futility on the part of colonial authorities. But 
now, the press is widely viewed as part of the establishment, 
a repository of power. And so it is the victim of an instinctual 
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reaction to power. This impulse was a chief ally of the puny 
press of the colonial. period. Now the juries g~nerally side 
with the plaintiffs in libel actions and the ~edia is often 
rescued by the courts on appeal. - a reversal of colon~al rol~s. 
There were few successful libel suits against the press 
when the local editor was a vulgar fellow with a shirt~tail filled 
with type and a hand press that could be moved in a wheelbarrow. 
No juror could mistake these ink-stained wretches as pillars 
of power. Now the "press". is a great powerful entity Of the 
establishment. 
of the land. 
Its leaders are counted among the torporat~ powers 
When "the press" appears in court, as an accused 
entity, it appears in the form of well-dressed corporate lawyers, 
images of ·sartorial elegance and fashionable attire. In . the 
life expe'rience of jurors, it is such men who have outf axed, 
outwitted, and outmaneuvered the ordinary run-of-m~ll hominid 
clod. The jurors watch them with mistrust and skepticism. They 
are likely to . be on the side of the plaintiff; as their prede-:-
cessors were once on the side of the defendant journalist. 
The price of counsel is another formidable threat to the 
press. The average country newspaperman knows that he cannot 
cross the threshold of a, lawyer's office for less than four or 
five thousand dollars. If he is convicted of libel in a lower 
court , an/~ a pp ea 1 w i 11 co st a g.r eat de a 1 more • If he . loses in 
a 11 co ur t s , a v er d i ct i s 1 i k e 1 y to be con f i scat o r y in the 
ab sen c e o f the cap that the New York d e c 1 a r a tor y act provided 
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in 1804. Marc Franklin, 
between 1977 and 1980, 
a St~nford la~ profes~or has shown that 
newspaper defendants won· more than 90 
percent of libel suits; but winning is not much consolation. 
Legal costs and libel insurance costs are costing newspapers 
up ·to 2 percent of net profit. The Washington ·Post spent more 
than a million dollars defending itself against an official of 
Mobil Oil Company. These costs have a chilling effeit on newspaper 
and TV aggressive reporting. The enterprise of the press in 
fields of investigative reporting is bound to diminish in the 
face of this hazard. 
Some newspapers have been destroyed by libel suits. The 
Alton Telegraph of Alton, 
that cost . it $9. 2 million 
Illinois, in 1980, lost a libel acticin 
staff members were 
of crime figures by 
and forced it 
investigating a case 
a local bank. When 
into bankruptcy. Two 
of· alleged laundering 
they couldn't make a 
printable case,. they .turned their memoranda over to the Federal 
for libel and won. Bureau of Investigation. The bank sued 
(Ne~spapers frequently are advised to report suspected wrong 
doing to authorities instead of bursting into print. 
that, and ~er~ ruined.) 
They did 
The United States Supreme Court, in 1964, in New York v 
Sullivan handed down an historic opinion, diminishing the risks 
of libeling· "public figures" unless malice is involved. It has 
enormously improved the position -0f the press, although definitions· 
of "public figure" are. ambiguous and variabl~. 
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The case of Westmoreland v ·CBS and of Sharon v Time,· Inc. 
illustrate the enormous risks and costs of reporting on even 
public figures, but the posture of the press rem~in~ much bettered 
by Sullivan v New York Times. 
Another risk to the media is the threat of suits involving 
testimonial privil~ge. Twenty-six states have passed shield 
laws to pr·otect newsmen against . unwilling disclosure for unpub-
lished matter or published matter from confidehtial sources. 
Marie Torre, a New York Herald Tribune reporter was subpeoned 
to testify as .to the identity of a confidential source - a CBS 
source· she had quoted as saying Judy Garland had an inferiority 
complex and was terribly fat. She was given a jail term for 
refusing to disclose her source. In Bransburg v Hay~s, in 1972, 
a reporter was compelled by the Supreme Court to testify but 
in dissenting opinions, a majority recognized a qualified 
privileg~ of newsmen to withhold testimony. In Maine, a reporter, 
Robert Hohler, sought testimonial privilege to not testify 
concerning an interview· with a man -on trial for muider. A 
d i strict j u d g e a ck no w1 e d g e d · ·a qua 1 i f i e d p r iv i 1 e g e but he 1 d Hoh 1 er 
in contempt. He was con~ict~d on appeal and ~entenced to a 
suspended six months ·sentence and a $2, 500 fine. On appeal to 
the Maine Supreme Court, he lost. But in New Jersey, in January 
of 1989, the State Supreme Court held that the press enjoyed 
a testimonial privilege to withhold testimony on disclosures 
already published unless ·the evidence was essential to the 
defense, relevent to the case, and not otherwise available. 
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The federal government has greatly diminished the threat 
of subpeona against newsmen. 
Justice, as amended in section 
The ·rules of. the Department 




50.10 Policy with regard to the issuance of subpoenas to members 
of the news media, subpoenas for telephone toll records 
of members of the news media, and the interrogation, 
indictment, or arrest of, members of the news media. 
"Because freedom of the press can be no broader than the 
freedom of rep~rters to investigate and report t~€ news, the 
prosecutorial power of 
it impairs 
the government should not be used in such 
a reporter's responsibility to cover as a way that 
broadly as possible controversial public issues. This policy 
statement is thus intended to provide protection for the news 
media. from forms of compulsory process, whether civil or criminal, 
which might impair the news gathering function~ In balancing 
the concern that ·the Department of Justice has for the work of 
the news media and the Department's obligatio~ to the fair 
administration of justice, the following guidel~nes shall be 
adhered to by all members of the Department in all cases: 
''(a) In determining whether to tequest issuance of a subpoena 
to a member of the news media, or for telephone toll records 
of any member of the news media, the approach in every case must 
be to strike the proper balance between the. public's interest 
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in the free dissemination of ideas and information and the public's 
interest in effective law enforcement and the fair administration 
of justice. 
" ( b) All reasonabl~ attempts should be made to obtain infor-
mation from alternative sources before considering issuing a 
subpoena to a member of the news media, and similarly all 
reasonable alternative investigative steps should be taken before 
considering issuing a subpoena for telephone toll records of 
any member of the news media. 
" ( c) Negotiations with the media shall be pursued in all 
cases in which a subpoena to a member of the news fuedia is con-
templated. These negotiations should attempt to accommodate 
the interests of the trial or grand jury with the interests of 
the media. Where the nature of the investigation permits, the 
government should make clear what its needs are in a particular 
cas~ as ·well as its willingness to respond to particular problems 
of the media. 
" ( d) Negotiations with the af f etted member of the news media 
shall be pursued in all cases in which a subpoena for the tele-
phone toll recor<ls of any member of the news medi~ i~ contemplated 
wher~ the responsible Assistant Attorney General determines. that 
such negoti~tions would not pose a substantial threat to the 
integrity of the investigation in connection with wh~ch ·the 
records are sought. Such determination shall be reviewed by 
the Attorney General ~hen considering a subpoena authorized under 
paragraph (e) of this ~e~tio~. 
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" ( e) No subpoena may be issued to any member of the news 
media or for the telephone toll records of any member of the 
news media ~ithout the express authorization of the Attorney 
General: Prov i de d , That, i f a member of the news med ia with 
whom negotiations are conducted under paragraph (c) of this 
section expressly agrees to provide the material sought, and 
if that material has already been published or broadcast, the 
United Sta~es Attorney or the responsible Assistant Attorney 
General,· after having been personally satisfied that the 
requirements of this section have been met, may authorize issuance 
of the subpoena and shall thereafter submit to the Office of 
Public Affairs a ·report detailing the circumstances surrounding 
the issuance of the subpoena. 
" ( f) In requesting the Attorney General's authorization 
for a subpoena to a member of the news media, the ·following 
principles will apply: 
" ( 1 ) In t::fiminal·) cases, there should be reasonable grounds 
t 0 be l'i eve ' bas e d 0 n inf 0 rm at i 0 n 0 b ta in e d . f r 0 m no-nm e d i a s 0 u r c e s ·' 
that a crime has occurred, and that the information sought is 
essential to a successful investigation particularly with 
reference to directly establishing guilt or innocence. 
subpoena should not be used to obtain peripheral, nonessential, 
" ( 2) In civil cases there should be reasonable grounds, 
based on nonmedia sources, to bel~eve that the information 
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sought is essential to th~ successful completion of the litigaiion 
in a case of substantial importance.. The subpoena should not 
be used tci -0btain peripherai, nonessential, ~r speculative 
inf o-rma ti on.· 
" ( 3) The government should have unsuccessfully attempted 
to obtain. the information from alternative nonmedia sources. 
" ( 4) The use of su~poenas to members of the news media 
should, except. under exigent circumstances, be limited to the 
verification of published information and to such surrounding 
circumstances as relate· to· the accuracy of the published infor-
mation. 
" ( 5) Even subpoena authorization requests for publicly 
disclosed information should be treated with care to avoid claims 
of harassment. 
" ( 6) Subpoenas should, wherev~r possible, be directed at 
mater i a 1 inf o rm at ion regard in g a 1 i mite d sub je ct matter , sh o u 1 d 
cover a rea~onably limited period of time, and should avoid 
requiring production of a large volume of unpublished material. 
They should give reasonable and timely notice of the demand for 
documents. " 
States· that have not adopted rules similar to those of the 
Department of Justice ought to do so to give to newsmen. a 
testimonial .privilege essential to the maintenance of th~ir 
independent status. 
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Robert H6hler's unwillingness to testify in the Steeves 
murder trial was widely misunderstood. He felt that there was 
no professional objection to identifying his interview, but that 
cross examination would have involved him in the prosecution 
as a part o~ the armory of the state. He rightly regarded that 
as an impairment of the ability of the press (himself and other 
newsmen) to get interviews of this kind. Accused persons do 
talk to newspapermen more readily than ·they talk to police or 
prosecutors. If what they say is to be used against them a source 
of information will be diminished. Persons accus~d of crime 
would have a right to a Miranda warning, in a certain sense, 
if they risk being· convicted by what they tell reporters. The 
press is not perceived as an arm of the law now, but it will 
be so perceived if prosecuting attorneys habitually and frequently 
haul newsmen into court, when their testimony is not essential 
to a case, relevant to the proceedings or obtainable elsewhere. 
That is the substance of the issue. That is. the way it 
was perceived in the New Jersey case. It is the way it is 
perceived by the United States Department of Justice; and the 
way it ought to be perceived by state courts. State .and federal 
practice ought to be brought into so~e accord on the issue. 
Access to Material of Publication 
Access to the mat.er i a 1 s r e qui red t o pr int news paper s was 
an issue familiar to colonial Americans. The Stamp Act of 1765 
had nearly precipitated an American rebellion, in part because 
it would have. imposed upon small newspapers a burden that would 
have been insupportable by many small publications. So it had 
the almost uniform opposition of the press. 
When the British government in 1767.imposed the direct duties 
on paper, tea, and other products, in the Townsend Acts, colonial 
opposition renewed and with the formation of the Committees of 
Correspondence the R~volution was under way. 
The printers. soon began to feel the consequen.ces in the 
literal embargo on all the materials to maintain a press, none 
of which were available at home. This was climaxed by such a 
shortage of rag paper that when George Washington's army abandoned 
Morristown, the tents were immediately made available to paper 
makers. 
<-W~~n~,cl_i9tato:r;ta1. g~Y-etr:__Il1~n_~ _in_ Ar:g:e!l~iria'--·i'l1~rt:~h~~ • 1_9:$·~_;1i~:-- c£e.~id~~d,:,.,t:;·· c~lpple. 
La Prensa, one of the ·last -remaining 1.fb~~raf) newspapers,. they 
. . ... ··.· 
contrived a collection of past due taxes on newsprint to suffocate-
the newspaper of. Gainza Pas and other liberal colleagues and 
put them out of business. 
When the liberal opponents of the government of Nicaragua 
began to lambaste the communist dictators, the government cut 
off La Prensa' s supply of newsprint. When American newspapers 
raised a supply of newsprint and readied it for . shipment from 
New Orleans, the government imposed an embargo and the supplies 
remained in New Orlearis. 
The Supreme Court has nullified taxes on newsprint in 
Louisiana during the Long regime when they were imposed to punish 
the press of the state. Other newspaper taxes have met with 
similar fate at the hands of the courts • 
. From stamp taxes to newsprint levies to tariffs and embargoes 
on newsprint, governments have moved against the free press 
periodically. During the American Revolution the lack of press 
parts and type fonts was urgently felt and there is a fine 
description of Benjamin Franklin stopping in Worcester to help 
his friend Isai~A1' Thoma~ repair the pr·esses of the Massachusetts 
Spy, stopped for lack of parts •. 
The Right to Distribute 
The press and the people of the American colonies, by the 
time the First Amendment was adopted, had long enjoyed another 
as.pect of press freedom - the freedom to distribute. Benjamin 
Franklin, owner of the Pennsylvania Gazette, and William Hunter 
of the ·Virginia Gazette, in 1 7 5 3 were Joint 1 y a pp o int e d t o the 
office of Deputy Postmaster General for the colonies and they 
greatly enlarged the system of postroads and improved the mails. 
(Arthur M. Schlesinger, Prelude to Independence, P. 6). By 1764 
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the mail moved three times weekly each way between Philadelphia 
and New York. Schlesinger says that with good luck a writer 
could obtain an ans~er from his correspondent the next day. 
When Franklin was removed as Deputy Postmaster General in 1774, 
the American patriots feared more than ever .(h-ai) an unfriendly 
administrat~on of the mails woµld handicap their political 
activities. Postmasters could. open letters and hamper the 
delivery of objectionable matter. The Boston Gaz~tte and oth~r 
papers, according to Arthur M. Schlesinger, feared that: "our 
newspapers, those necessary and important Alarms in Time of Public 
Danger, may be rendered of little Consequence for want of Circu-
lation." 
William Goddard of the Maryland Journal set about organizing 
a "Constitutional" mail system. He announced it on February 
2, 1774, and soon had it operating. The Continental Congress 
took it over on July 26, 177 5 and named Benjamin Franklin Post-
. . 
master General. On Christmas Day, the British postal headquarters 
in New York, cancelled all its deliyeries throughout the 
continent. (Schlesinger, P. 195) 
The relation of government to the press in the earlier 
situations we have discussed (access to information, prior 
restraint, and penalties for publication) finds the government 
under restraints. It is not· to interfere with citizens. The 
maintenance of the postal service involves the government both 




is not to withhold it 
British postal service 
mails. After the new 
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unjustifiably. The patriots blamed 
for deliberately interf~ring with 
United States government took over, 
similar complaints were not long in coming. The Anti-Federalists 
who o p posed the ad o p t ion of the Con s t i tut i on , {hough t their ma i 1 
interfered with. During the Civil War period, abolitionist papers 
were obstructed by postmasters. Congress has had to make laws 
regulating the use of the mails. Many cases und~r the laws 
concern access to the mails. Most of them involve second class 
matter. Beginning in 1879 Congress required, among other things, 
that second class matter must: "be originated and published 
for the dissemination of information of a public character, or 
dev~ted to literature, the sciences, arts or some special industry, 
and ha v in g -a 1 e git i mate 1 i st of subs c r i be r s • " This prov-is ion 
has raised nice questions about whether in enacting this law 
Congress has made laws restricting freedom of the press under 
the First Amendment. Alleged obscenity has also been a frequent 
source of dispute. Inabil~ty to obtain distribution at reasonable 
rates through the mails clearly constitutes a limitation on the 
freedom of publications. All the prior rights assured avail 
little if they amount to no more than the privilege of piling 
up printed material in a warehouse. The framers of the .First 
Amendment included men who had participated in setting up postal 
services and clearly they understood the. right of citizens to 
distribute printed matt e.r as 
.The duality of the matter, 
one of the rights it comprehended. 
involving as it does . both negative 
restraints and affirmative responsibilities has made construction 
of this principle diffi~ult for the courts. 
In summary then, it seems to me clear that the framers of 
the First Amendment had in mind the freedoms that in their time 
rep.re s en t e d freedom o f the press , and that these then - ex i st in g 
rights included (1) the ri~ht to get information from the courts, 
the legislature, and the executive; (2) the right to print it 
without prior restraint; (3) the right to print with~ut sanguinary 
punishment for publication alleged to be wrongful; (4) the access 
to paper, ink,· and other printing supplies; and (5) the right 
to distribute printed matter through the m~ils. 
Freedom of the press, to be sure, was· not construed in the 
same way throughout the pre-revolutionary period.· "Liberty of 
the press" for an interval, seems to have been· construed by 
printers to mean "liberty" to print all sides of issues and all 
manner of opinion. It came gradually to mean liberiy to criticize 
the British government in the period before the American Revolution. 
After the Revolution, and after the adoption of the Constitution 
and the First Amendment, its meaning moved toward the modern 
concept of a more libertarian nature, after a f~~ aberrant detours 
like the Sedition Act. 
Cooley's succinct phraseOlogy states the case: "The 
constitutional freedom of speech and of the press must mean a 
freedom as broad as existed when the constitution which guarantees 
i t was ad 0 p·t e d •• e • " • That is, I believe, the sound, the 1ogical, 
and the correct construction to place upon the few words that 
James Madison persuaded Congress to put into the Bill of Rights. 
Alexander Hamilton, in his address to the Supreme Court 
of New York, on February 13 and 14, 1804., answered in his own 
words the question he had raised in the Federalist Papers in 
1789: "What signified a declaration that liberty of the press 
shall be inviolably preserved?" In his opening statement to 
the court he replied to his owninterrogatory of 15 years earlier 
in these words: "The Liberty of the Press consists, in my idea, 
in publishing the truth, for good motives and for jus_tifiable 
ends, though reflecting on government, ori magi s t_ rate s , or 
indi~ id uaJs,.-'' -
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